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Author comment on "A hydrologist's guide to open science" by Caitlyn A. Hall et al.,
Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-2021-392-AC6, 2021

We are thankful for the reviewer’s supportive comments on the manuscript’s scope and
objective. We sincerely hope that our manuscript, which is the outcome of an inspiring
collaboration between early and mid-career hydrologists actively involved in science and
research, will motivate and empower many others to engage in open hydrology.

R3.1: I really enjoyed this paper. I think it could be a handy product to help guide groups
working in hydrology that might not be familiar with all the cutting edge open science
tools and general open access principles. I like that it is generally written as "here's what
we're trying to do...sometimes that's not possible". The language when that's not the case
concerns version control. As a researcher, I do heavily rely on it, but I might tone down
the language from "critical" to "desireable" or something like that. The text mentions
Travis CI with github, I would consider removing that and replace it with GitHub Actions.

Response: Thank you to the reviewer for their reflection on this and we will change critical
to “ideal”. Furthermore, we will add GitHub Actions to the list with Travis CI with Github. 

R3.2: As a reviewer, it was a challenge to find principle #2...but presumably that will be
fixed by the final production. 

Response: We have included it as a comment to the original submission, and it will be
incorporated into our current version that reflects all reviewer comments. 

R3.3: The authors mention analysis pipelines several times, I was a little surprised to find
no mention for some of the "make" based tools (make, targets, probably others). Not
critical to add, but might be worth considering.

Response: We agree that these are important aspects to discuss and we will add in a short
discussion about tools to help make analysis more easy and reproducible by automating
multiple steps of a workflow. 

I liked the senerios! All in all, I'm in approval of having this paper published. The authors
did a great job. I generally agreed with many of the smaller comments made by the other
reviewers in the open forum, but I don't think anything rises to a "major" or required
revision from my perspective. Great job!
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